
Nursery Home Learning

Communication language and Literacy
Our final sounds activity for the week is going to be a fun one! For this activity you will 
need your instruments from Monday and some objects from around the house that can 
make sounds (box, keys, rattle, squeaky toy)

Today’s job: 

Having a good memory is really important and helps our mathematical development. 
So today we are going to use our memory in our phonics work!

Grown ups, play a sequence of sounds and get your children to copy the sounds in 
order.
Then change it up. Children, play a sequence of sounds and get your grown ups to 
copy. 

Remember to listen carefully to check if your grown ups have missed any sounds 
from your sequence! 

Wednesday

Mathematical Development
Our Learning: Let's continue to learn about shapes! Remember- don’t just 
name the shapes, talk about their properties- how many corners does a 
triangle have? How many edges does a square have?.

Key vocabulary for the week: square, triangle, oblong/rectangle, circle, edges, 
corners

Today we are going to get crafty and make shape monsters! 

Be as creative as you like! Can you make your monsters look silly, scary or just 
crazy and weird? Can you give them 5 circle eyes, 3 triangle eyes or even 4 oblong 
arms?

I can’t wait to see your creations!



Nursery Home Learning

Day 3

Topic
In the story we read yesterday, the child went out exploring the 
winter landscape with his grandma. Today I would like you to go on a 
long winter walk to explore the changes you can see from summer - 
Autumn - winter.

1. Take lots of pictures of the different things you can see - have 
the trees changed? What animals can you see? Are certain 
plants changing/growing more, what does the air feel like? 
How warm is it? What does the sky look like? What colours can 
you see? 

*Save the pictures you have taken - you will need them later
 in the week.

2. As you walk collect different items- different coloured leaves, 
berries, pine cones -any winter offerings you can find. When 
you get home place them in a shallow container along with 
some string and add water.

3. Leave these out overnight - Make a prediction - What changes 
do you think you might see in the morning?

               And finally…
            We’d love to see what you’ve done today.  Upload some 
pictures to your child’s school 360  journal.  Don’t forget to email if 
you have any questions or concerns.

Today’s Physical Challenge!
When out on your walk today, can you collect some large sticks 
- use some string and make these into some picture frames.
Using any left over winter treasure items can you create a 
large scale physical winter transient art picture - the bigger 
the better?
Or could you use these  sticks and make yourself a winter 
crown?


